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a b s t r a c t

Nuclear thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes have been developed to comprehensively model nu-
clear reactor systems to evaluate the safety of a nuclear reactor system. For analyzing complex systems
with finite computational resources, system codes usually solve simplified fluid equations for coarsely
discretized control volumes with one-dimensional assumptions and replace source terms in the gov-
erning equations with constitutive relations. Wall boiling heat transfer models are regarded as essential
models in nuclear safety evaluation among many constitutive relations. The wall boiling heat transfer
models of two widely used nuclear system codes, RELAP5 and TRACE, are analyzed in this study. It is first
described how wall heat transfer models are composed in the two codes. By utilizing the same method
described in Part 1 paper, heat fluxes from the two codes are compared under the same thermal-
hydraulic conditions. The significant factors for the differences are identified as well as at which con-
ditions the non-negligible difference occurs. Steady-state simulations with both codes are also conducted
to confirm how the difference in wall heat transfer models impacts the simulation results.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nuclear thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes have simpli-
fied fluid equations to simulate complex reactor accident situations
with lower computational costs, and some variables are closed in
the form of constitutive relations. The constitutive relations greatly
influence the results of nuclear reactor system analysis performed
by the system code, and thus, establishing appropriate constitutive
relations is essential to properly simulate the nuclear reactor sys-
tem. Although several studies verifying and analyzing constitutive
relations were conducted as reviewed in part I paper, it was iden-
tified that it is challenging to evaluate only constitutive relations,
excluding other effects such as user effect, governing equations, and
solvers from the analysis. In this study, the influence of only the
constitutive relations is analyzed by comparing the constitutive
relations of the two codes, RELAP5 and TRACE, which have high
reliability by following the method described in part 1 paper. The
advantage of the method suggested in part 1 paper is that the other
effects are excluded by using in-house platforms having the same
hin), jeongiklee@kaist.ac.kr,

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
constitutive relations as RELAP5 and TRACE. In other words, only
the effect of constitutive relations can be analyzed. For comparison
under the same conditions, it is necessary to determine thermal-
hydraulic and geometry conditions. The thermal-hydraulic condi-
tions were selected by random sampling within the range of con-
ditions that could occur in the top three DBAs ranked by the Fussell-
Vesely (FV) importance. In order to exclude the influence of the
governing equations in the process of comparing the constitutive
relations, in-house codes were constructed to replicate constitutive
relations of two system codes, which are verified in the previous
works [1,2]. These verified in-house codes are utilized in this study.
The wall friction models are analyzed in part I, and the wall boiling
heat transfer models are analyzed in part II.

The boiling heat transfer phenomenon from a wall to a fluid is
complex due to many possible configurations of liquid and vapor
phases near the wall [3e6]. Due to this, a correlation that can be
applied regardless of the thermal-hydraulic condition has not been
developed, and it is usually divided into four regimes based on the
boiling curve, and many researchers have developed various
empirical correlations in the specific regimes [7]. In general, the
system codes have constructed the wall boiling heat transfer model
numerically simulating this boiling curve, capable of reproducing
boiling curves under prescribed thermal-hydraulic conditions by
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Abbreviations and acronyms

e specific internal energy (J/kg)
f friction factor
g gravitational constant (m/s2)
G mass flux (kg/m2-sec)
h heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)
hfg latent heat (J/kg)
k thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
L heated length from entrance to point
q heat transfer rate per unit volume (W/m3)
qw heat flux (W/m2)
P pressure (Pa)
t time (sec)
T temperature (K)
v velocity (m/s)
wf weighting factor
xe equilibrium quality
a void fraction
d film thickness (m)
q flow direction (rad)

m viscosity (kg/m-sec)
r density (kg/m3)
s surface tension (J/m2)
crit critical
crit criterion
d direct heating
drop droplet
e equilibrium
FC forced convection
film film
l liquid phase
MFB minimum film boiling
NB nucleate boiling
ONB onset of boiling
PB pool boiling
r relative
sat saturation
sub subcooled
v vapor phase
w wall
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combining heat transfer regime selection algorithm and heat
transfer correlations for the selected regime [8e10]. Although the
approach is similar, the correlations used for separating regime and
calculating heat flux are rarely the same because the codes are
often modified through validation with experimental data as well
as due to the difference in the development rationales and cultures
of each system code [11]. For example, for simulating nucleate
boiling, TRAC and RELAP use Chen correlation, whereas CATHARE
uses Thom correlation with Saha-Zuber, and TRACE uses Gorenflo
model with the Basu model and Saha-Zuber [8e11]. In this study,
the wall boiling heat transfer models are compared under the same
thermal-hydraulic conditions, and only the difference of the wall
boiling heat transfer model excluding other effects is analyzed. The
analysis is conducted for RELAP5 3.3 and TRACE v5.0 patch 5, which
have different constitutive relations but solve almost the same fluid
governing equations.

2. Wall boiling heat transfer models implemented in RELAP5
and TRACE

In RELAP5 and TRACE, energy conservation equations require
the information concerning the amount of energy transfer from a
heat structure to a fluid volume, and sets of wall heat transfer
correlations close the problem mathematically. Wall heat transfer
models are regarded as one of the most important elements in the
system codes because the boiling phenomena and the wall heat
transfer phenomena significantly affect the prediction of safety
parameters in nuclear systems, such as in the case of predicting
peak cladding temperature (PCT) and minimum departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (mDNBR) [12,13]. Implementing accuratewall
boiling heat transfer models for closing the simplified fluid equa-
tions is essential so that many efforts have focused on the devel-
opment and enhancement of wall heat transfer models [11].

The two system codes RELAP5 and TRACE adopted a similar
framework, which classifies the heat transfer regime based on the
heat transfer regime selection algorithm simulating boiling curve
and uses correlations corresponding to each heat transfer regime to
calculate the heat transferred from heat structure to fluid volume.
In the heat transfer regime selection algorithm, the points that
distinguish the regimes such as onset of nucleate boiling (ONB),
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critical heat flux (CHF), and minimum film boiling (MFB) are also
composed in the sets of correlations. However, the two codes use
substantially different correlations in the heat transfer regime se-
lection algorithm and also adopt different heat transfer correlations
in each regime.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show logic maps for selecting the heat transfer
regime of RELAP5 and TRACE, respectively. These figures briefly
outline the algorithms, but it is noted that the figures do not show
the regimes that are not investigated in this study (e.g., conden-
sation regime and super-critical regime). Although the regime se-
lection algorithm may look complicated, the main purpose is to
divide the heat transfer regime according towhere the current wall
temperature is located based on the ONB, CHF, and MFB points.
RELAP5 divides the heat transfer regimes into single-phase,
nucleate boiling, transition boiling, and film boiling heat transfer
regimes. Similar to RELAP5, TRACE divides the heat transfer re-
gimes but further divides the heat transfer regime in film boiling
heat transfer regime. The film boiling regime in TRACE is divided
into three flow configurations according to the void fraction;
inverted annular, inverted slug, and dispersed flow film boiling heat
transfer regimes.

Algorithms differentiate heat transfer regimes by comparing
current wall temperature to the temperatures at ONB, CHF, and
MFB. RELAP5 assumes ONB temperature as the fluid saturation
temperature, but TRACE calculates Basu [14] correlation to predict
ONB temperature as shown in equation (1). RELAP5 and TRACE
determine CHF point by iteratively comparing the heat flux from
the CHF look-up table to heat flux from nucleate heat transfer
correlations. RELAP5 and TRACE use Groeneveld CHF look-up table,
but 1986 AECL-UO version, and 1995 AECL-IPPE version, respec-
tively. RELAP5 estimates the point where the heat flux calculated
from the transition boiling correlation is identical to the value from
the film boiling correlation, as MFB point. This approach prevents
the discontinuity of heat fluxes calculated from individual corre-
lation at heat transfer regime boundaries and takes advantage of
numerical stability. TRACE applies Groeneveld [15] correlationwith
the upper and lower limits due to quenching determined from the
FLECHT-SEASET low-pressure reflood test [16] and nine THTF high-
pressure reflood tests [17,18] as the temperature of MFB, which is
shown in equation (2). To maintain numerical stability, TRACE



Fig. 1. Wall heat transfer regime selection logic diagram of RELAP5.

Fig. 2. Wall heat transfer regime selection logic diagram of TRACE
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calibrates the correlation of nucleate boiling regime as a function of
ONB temperature and calculates the heat flux of transition boiling
region as a function of CHF and MFB temperatures.

ðTRACEÞDTONB ¼ 4sTsat
Dcrvhfg

(1)

ðTRACEÞTMFB ¼max

 
min

 
800;TMFB;sat�

x$104

ð2:82þ1:22PÞ

!
;725

!

where TMFB;sat¼ 557:85þ44:1P�3:72P2

(2)

In the single-phase heat transfer regime, RELAP5 and TRACE
select the largest Nusselt number from the correlations of laminar,
turbulent, and natural convection flows. Sellars [19] correlation (3)
is implemented for the laminar heat transfer correlation in RELAP5
and TRACE. For turbulent flow, RELAP5 used a generally applied
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Dittus-Boelter [20] correlation (4) in forced convection heat
transfer, but TRACE used Gnielinski [21] correlation (5) based on
the reason that Dittus-Boelter correlation over-predicts the heat
transfer coefficient in transition between the laminar and turbulent
flow [9]. Gnielinski correlation additionally considers effects by
wall friction for evaluating heat transfer.

ðRELAP5; TRACEÞNulam ¼4:36 (3)

ðRELAP5ÞNuturb ¼0:023Re0:8Pr0:4 (4)

ðTRACEÞNuturb ¼ ðf =2ÞðRe� 1000ÞPr
1þ 12:7ðf =2Þ0:5

�
Pr2=3 � 1

�� � Prl
Prw

�0:11

where f ¼ ½1:58lnRe� 3:28��2

(5)

In the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime, RELAP5 uses the
Chen [22] correlation (6), which is widely used in saturated



Fig. 3. Schematic of Heat Transfer Paths in the Film Boiling Heat Transfer Regime
implemented in TRACE. (a) Inverted Annular Film Boiling (b) Dispersed Flow Film
Boiling.
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nucleate boiling, with some modifications for use in the subcooled
condition. Chen correlation defines the heat transfer coefficient by
additive of forced convection term including convective enhance-
ment effect and boiling term including the bubble growth sup-
pression effect as in equation (6). Dittus-Boelter [20] correlation (4)
and Forster-Zuber [23] model (7) are utilized for forced convection
and boiling terms, respectively. Meanwhile, TRACE has a self-
developed correlation for the nucleate boiling heat transfer,
which is based on the concept of the additive contribution of Chen
[22] correlation shown in equation (6) but applies different corre-
lations for convection and boiling terms as well flow and sup-
pression factors. For code stability, Gnielinski [21] correlation (5) is
used the same as in single-phase regime for convection term, and
Rezkallah and Sims [24] liquid-acceleration model is considered for
convective enhancement factor. The suppression factor is not used
in TRACE to improve numerical stability. TRACE adopted Gorenflo
[25] correlation (8) as the boiling term because the boiling model in
Chen correlation tends to underestimate the heat flux, and more
recent nucleate boiling correlation shows the dependency having
exponent value between 3 and 4 on the wall superheat [26]. Hol-
man recommended the McAdams [27] correlation at low pressure
and the Levy [28] correlation at high pressure [29], and Gorenflo
[25] correlation has a trend similar to the McAdams correlation at
low pressure and the Levy correlation at high pressure.

ðRELAP5; TRACEÞhNB ¼ F $hFC þ S$hPB (6)

ðRELAP5ÞhPB ¼0:00122
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0:24rv
0:24

!
DTw0:24DP0:75

(7)

ðTRACEÞhPB ¼
�
5600FP
20000n

�1=ð1�nÞ�
ðTw � TsatÞn=ð1�nÞ

�
(8)

In the transition boiling heat transfer regime, RELAP5 estimates
the heat flux by using Chen [30] transition correlation (9), and
TRACE interpolate between CHF and MFB points based on a sug-
gestion by Bjornard-Griffith [31] as in equation (10). Chen corre-
lation calculates heat flux based on the CHF value and the degree of
wall wetness, a function of void fraction, mass flux, and wall tem-
perature. TRACE has a weighting factor, which is only a function of
wall temperature, interpolating between the two points.

ðRELAP5Þq00l ¼ Af q
00
CHF (9)

ðTRACEÞq00l ¼ wfTBq
00
CHF þ ð1�wfTBÞq00MFB;l (10)

The film boiling has different heat transfer mechanisms
depending on the distribution of vapor or droplet, so TRACE divides
film boiling heat transfer regime into three regimes (inverted
annular film, inverted slug film, dispersed flow), and heat flux is
estimated by summing heat transfer amounts from correlations
modeling the possible heat transfer path in each regime. Mean-
while, RELAP5 evaluates heat transfer in the form of summing heat
flux calculated from the correlations of all possible heat transfer
paths regardless of the distribution of vapor or droplets and con-
siders the following heat transfer paths: conductive heat transfer
from the wall to vapor film (Bromley [32] correlation and tube
diameter model by Berenson [33] with modification by Breen [34]),
convective heat transfer from the wall to vapor and droplets (Dit-
tus-Boelter correlation), and radiative heat transfer from the heated
wall to the liquid core, liquid droplets and vapor (Sun [35] corre-
lation). In TRACE, heat transfer paths are considered, as shown in
Fig. 3 when the film boiling heat transfer regime is inverted annular
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film or dispersed flow regime. In inverted annular film boiling
regime, three heat transfer paths are considered: (1) conductive
heat transfer from the wall to vapor (laminar theory with some
modifications), (2) radiative heat transfer to the liquid core (Ham-
mouda [36] with Stefan-Boltzmann constant), and (3) heat transfer
fromwall to liquid phase through vapor and saturated interface. In
dispersed flow film boiling heat transfer regime, two heat transfer
paths are considered: (1) convective heat transfer from wall to
superheated vapor (Gnielinski correlation including property effect
by Sleicher [37] and entrance length effect of Mills [38]) and (2)
radiative heat transfer (Sun [35] correlation). In the inverted slug
film boiling heat transfer regime, heat flux is determined by
interpolating values in the inverted annular regime and dispersed
flow regime with respect to the void fraction. Entire boiling heat
transfer correlations implemented in RELAP5 and TRACE focused in
this study are compared and summarized in Table 1.
3. Analysis of differences in wall heat transfer models

The heat transfer models of the two codes are divided into two
parts: the selection of the heat transfer regime and the correlations
corresponding to each heat transfer regime. The difference be-
tween the two codes may appear in the selection of the heat
transfer regime or different correlations, so it is essential to cate-
gorize the heat transfer regime. For the simplicity for designating
the heat transfer regime of TRACE and RELAP5, each code's heat
transfer regime will be paired as the following; TRACE regime-
RELAP5 regime, and each regime is abbreviated as follows; SL for
single liquid, N for nucleate, T for transition, F for film, and SV for
single vapor heat transfer regime. For example, NeF means TRACE
chooses to nucleate boiling heat transfer regime while RELAP5
selects film boiling heat transfer regime. Then, many pairs are
categorized and grouped based on identical heat transfer regimes,
and the average heat flux difference is represented in each group.
The formula of average heat flux differences is defined in equation
(11). Fig. 4 shows the average heat flux differences of each group. It
is found that the case that has the most significant deviation be-
tween TRACE and RELAP5 is NeN, the second largest is F-T, and the
third largest is N-T, with the value of 177.3%, 125.9%, and 110.1%,
respectively. A detailed explanation is provided next.



Table 1
Correlations for boiling heat transfer implemented in RELAP5 and TRACE.

Heat Transfer Regime RELAP5 TRACE

Single Phase Laminar Sellars (1956) Sellars (1956)
Turbulent Dittus-Boelter (1930) Gnielinski (1976)
Natural convection Churchill-Chu (1975) Holman (1981)

Nucleate boiling Used model or method Chen (1963) Chen's additive approach
Flow factor (F) using Martinelli parameter liquid-acceleration model
Boiling model Forster-Zuber (1955) Gorenflo (1994)
Suppression coefficient (S) Bjornard-Griffith (1977) not used

Transition boiling Used model or method Chen (1977) Interpolation
Weighting factor Function of void fraction, mass flux, and wall temperature Function of wall temperature

Film boiling Inverted annular Conduction: Bromley (1950)
Convection: Dittus-Boelter (1930)
Radiation: Sun (1976)

Convection: Gnielinski (1976)
Radiation: Hammouda (1997)

Inverted slug Interpolation
Dispersed flow Convection: Gnielinski (1976)

Radiation: Sun (1976)

Fig. 4. Difference of heat flux between RELLAP5 and TRACE, in case that TRACE selects (a) SL (b) N (c) T (d) F (e) SV heat transfer regime.
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Average difference ¼ average
�jq00RELAP5 � q0 0TRACEjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

q00RELAP5$q
0 0
TRACE

q �
(11)

3.1. When TRACE selects single phase heat transfer regime

The case that TRACE selects single-phase heat transfer regime
can be categorized into two groups that TRACE either selects single
liquid or single vapor heat transfer regime. Fig. 5(a) and (b)
represent all regimes of RELAP5 when TRACE chooses the single
liquid and vapor regimes, respectively. The x-axis is the heat
transfer regime pairs of TRACE and RELAP5. With the thermal-
hydraulic conditions for TRACE to select the single liquid, the
heat transfer model of RELAP5 chooses nucleate regimes without
exception. Although the heat transfer is different for the two sys-
tem codes, the average heat flux difference is only 13.9%. With the
thermal-hydraulic conditions that result in the single vapor regime
of TRACE, RELAP5 also selects the single vapor regime. The average
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heat flux difference of SV-SV is 20.1%, as shown in Fig. 4.

3.1.1. SV-SV
In SV-SV group, TRACE and RELAP5 utilize Gnielinski and Dittus-

Boelter correlations, respectively, and the calculated heat fluxes, in
this case, are shown in Fig. 6 concerning pressures. It can be
inferred that the two system codes have almost identical heat
fluxes in a single-phase heat transfer regime, even though the used
correlations are different.

3.1.2. SL-N
Even though the two system codes choose different heat

transfer regimes, it is shown that the average heat flux difference is
the smallest among all groups. Before explaining the reason, it
should be analyzed why TRACE and RELAP5 select SL and N,
respectively, under given identical thermal-hydraulic conditions. It
is because RELAP5 determines SL regime when the wall tempera-
ture is lower than saturation temperature while TRACE determines
SL regime based on Basu's ONB temperature correlation as shown



Fig. 5. Frequency of Heat Transfer Regime Selection in case of that TRACE Selects (a) Single Liquid (b) Single Vapor Heat Transfer Regime.

Fig. 6. Predicted heat fluxes and boiling curves in single phase heat transfer regime.
Fig. 8. Frequency of Heat Transfer Regime Selection in case of that TRACE Selects
Nucleate Boiling Heat Transfer Regime.
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in equation (1) that always has a positive value, as shown in Figs. 1
and 2. Thus, TRACE can choose single liquid regime if the wall su-
perheat is larger than zero and lower than ONB temperature, while
RELAP5 selects the nucleate boiling regime if wall superheat is
positive. The factors that affect the Basu's ONB temperature are
pressure, degree of subcooling, and single liquid heat transfer co-
efficient. Fig. 7 shows the predicted ONB temperature of the two
system codes regarding pressure, equilibrium quality, and single
liquid heat transfer coefficient. As shown in the figure, the differ-
ence of ONB temperature between RELAP5 and TRACE becomes
larger when the degree of subcooling decreases, pressure de-
creases, and the single liquid heat transfer coefficient increases
because ONB temperature of RELAP5 is the saturation temperature
Fig. 7. ONB temperature difference according to pressure, equilib
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while TRACE uses correlation as expressed in equation (1). How-
ever, it is assessed that the maximal difference of ONB temperature
is not that big, around 8 �C. The correlation applied in the nucleate
boiling heat transfer regime is composed of second and third order
polynomial as shown in equation (8) so that the calculated heat
fluxes are slowly increased just after ONB so that the heat flux from
the nucleate boiling model shows similar results with the single-
phase model at the beginning of ONB. Hence, in the case that
RELAP5 selects nucleate boiling regime while TRACE selects single
liquid regime, the deviation of the calculated heat fluxes of two
codes shows only 13.86%.
rium quality and forced convective heat transfer coefficient.
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3.2. When TRACE selects nucleate boiling heat transfer regime

Fig. 8 shows the cases when TRACE selects the nucleate boiling
heat transfer regime. As shown in the figure, NeN and N-T groups
occupy 90.4% and 9.6%, respectively, for given thermal-hydraulic
conditions, and the average heat flux differences have different
large values: 177.3% for NeN and 110.1% for N-T as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 10. Exponent of wall superheat in micro-convection term in the nucleate boiling
heat transfer regime correlation.
3.2.1. NeN
Even though the two system codes judge the same heat transfer

regime in NeN group, the average heat flux difference shows the
most significant deviation among all groups. RELAP5 uses Chen
correlation to model nucleate boiling heat transfer, and TRACE uses
a self-developed correlation for the same regime. Fig. 9 shows the
boiling curves in the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime from
ONB until CHF based on the calculated heat fluxes of the two
nucleate boiling heat transfer correlations.

In Fig. 9, heat fluxes are similar for the two system codes when
the wall superheat is small, but the deviation becomes larger as the
wall superheat becomes larger. Nucleate boiling correlation shows
the exponential dependency of the boiling heat flux on the wall
superheat. The exponent of Chen correlation used in RELAP5 is
evaluated to have a value around 2. Foster-Zuber correlation
applied in Chen correlation for the convective term has the con-
stant exponent of wall superheat DTw0:24DP0:75 as shown in
equation (6). On the other hand, the exponent is generally agreed to
have a value between 3 and 4 for TRACE. Gorenflo correlation is
used to model nucleate boiling heat transfer in TRACE, and it is a
function of pressure as expressed in equation (8). To check the
differences of the exponents between the two system codes, the
exponents of wall superheat applied in the micro-convective
boiling heat transfer (hPB) by using Clapeyron relation is plotted
for pressure as presented in Fig. 10. It can be observed that expo-
nents of TRACE are fairly more prominent than RELAP5, and the
lower pressure leads to more considerable deviations. It is widely
known that Chen correlation tends to underestimate the heat flux
under lowpressure condition due to small value in exponent for the
wall superheat in micro-convective boiling term (hPB) [26]. TRACE
is recommended when calculating the wall heat transfer in low-
pressure nucleate boiling heat transfer regime.
Fig. 9. Predicted heat fluxes and boiling curves in nucleate boiling heat transfer
regime.

Fig. 11. Histogram according to the CHF wall temperature differences between RELAP5
and TRACE
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3.2.2. N-T
In N-T group, the two system codes select different heat transfer

regimes since different wall temperatures at CHF are predicted in
two codes, and for the same reason, T-N pairs also can occur. A
histogram of the CHF temperature difference predicted by the two
codes is shown in Fig. 11, and the distribution of N-T and T-N groups
can be confirmed through this figure. The x-axis is the value sub-
tracting CHF temperature of TRACE from CHF temperature of
RELAP5. If this value has a positive number, it is T-N pair, and if it is a
negative number, it is N-T pair. The frequency of occurrence of the
N-T group is significantly lower than that of the T-N group, and the
difference in CHF temperature is within 8 �C, but the difference in
the calculated heat flux is about 110.1%, with significant deviation.

3.3. When TRACE selects transition boiling heat transfer regime

When TRACE judges transition boiling heat transfer regime, the
selected heat transfer regimes of RELAP5 are shown in Fig. 12. In



Fig. 12. Frequency of Heat Transfer Regime Selection in case of that TRACE Selects
Transition Boiling Heat Transfer Regime.

Fig. 14. Schematic of CHF temperature determination in boiling curve.
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case that TRACE chooses transition boiling heat transfer regime,
RELAP5 selects nucleate, transition, and film boiling heat transfer
regimes with distributions of 21.5%, 28.3%, and 50.3%, respectively.
The average heat flux differences of each group show 79.2% for T-N,
85.4% for T-T, and 77.7% for T-F in Fig. 4.

3.3.1. T-N
As mentioned in N-T group, T-N pairs can happen due to the

different CHF wall temperatures calculated in TRACE and RELAP5.
The two system codes have identical CHF selection algorithms
defined as the condition when calculated heat flux from nucleate
boiling heat transfer regime is equivalent with CHF obtained from
the look-up table. Nonetheless, the two system codes adopt
different correlations in the nucleate boiling regime (RELAP5: Chen,
TRACE: Self-developed) and refer to different versions of the
Groeneveld look-up table (RELAP5: 1986 AECL-UO look-up table
[39], TRACE: 1995 AECL-IPPE look-up table [40]). CHF from the
look-up table are compared in Fig. 13(a) to clarify the deviation of
CHF points is mainly caused either by different correlations or CHF
look-up tables. The comparison results show good agreement even
though the look-up table version is different. Nevertheless, the CHF
wall temperatures of the two system codes show substantially
different results, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Therefore, it can be inferred
Fig. 13. Calculated (a) CHF and (b) CHF
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that the deviations of CHF wall temperatures of the two codes are
caused by the different correlations applied in the nucleate boiling
heat transfer regime.

To validate this observation, the process of estimating the
temperature of CHF is simplified in Fig. 14, and it is observed that
CHF temperature with the assumption that two system codes have
identical CHF values. The two system codes have different gradients
of heat fluxes in the nuclear boiling heat transfer regime, which
allows the two system codes to predict significantly different CHF
temperatures. As mentioned in N-T group, TRACE has a steep slope
of heat fluxes in the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime, so that
TRACE generally has lower CHF temperatures than RELAP5 does.
This can also be confirmed in Fig. 11. In most samples, the CHF
temperature of RELAP5 is higher than that of TRACE, and it can be
summarized that TRACE generally predicts a similar or lower CHF
wall temperature than RELAP5 does, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Fig. 15
shows calculated CHF temperatures in both codes at �0.2 for a
degree of subcooling for varying mass flux in the two codes ac-
cording to the pressure. As the pressure becomes lower, it can be
confirmed that the difference of CHF wall temperature becomes
more prominent, which is consistent with the exponent of the
micro-convection term (hPB) in the nucleate boiling correlation
becoming more significant as the pressure becomes lower, as
shown in Fig. 10.
temperature in RELAP5 and TRACE.



Fig. 15. CHF wall temperature difference according to pressure and mass flux.

Fig. 16. Predicted heat fluxes and boiling curves in transition boiling heat transfer
regime.
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3.3.2. T-T
Fig. 16 shows the boiling curves in the transition boiling heat

transfer regime at the wall temperature between CHF and MFB
temperatures based on the calculated heat fluxes from two tran-
sition boiling heat transfer correlations. In the transition boiling
regime, TRACE calculates heat fluxes by interpolating CHF and MFB
points using the interpolation approach suggested by Bjornard-
Griffith for numerical stability. In the correlation of transition
boiling regime in TRACE, the weighting function is used for the
factor, which is a function of the wall temperature with a second-
order polynomial formula. On the other hand, RELAP5 uses
Chen's transition correlation to calculate the heat flux in the tran-
sition boiling heat transfer regime, corresponding to equation (9).
In RELAP5, the factor Af is used to consider the wetness of the wall
and has a formula of an exponential function. Thus, two system
codes have a decreasing trend concerning wall superheat increase.
However, RELAP5 shows an exponential decrease while TRACE
shows the second-order polynomial behavior to thewall superheat.

On the other hand, the transition boiling regimes occurs in a
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very short time from nucleate boiling to film boiling or vice versa.
Both codes interpolate CHF and MFB for numerical stability, so the
heat flux in transition boiling regime is dominated by CHF andMFB.
Thus, it is not very meaningful to contrast the difference of the two
codes in the transition boiling.
3.3.3. T-F
T-F case is caused by the different MFB criteria of the two system

codes. While TRACE selects transition boiling heat transfer regime,
RELAP5 chooses film boiling heat transfer regime, and vice versa (F-
T pairs). When MFB points are calculated in the two system codes,
TRACE uses Groneveld's correlationwith the upper and lower limits
while RELAP5 adopts the point where heat fluxes calculated from
transition boiling regime and film boiling regime are crossed. Wall
temperatures at MFB are compared for the two most sensitive
parameters, pressure andmass flux, when the degree of subcooling
is �0.2. As shown in Fig. 17, the temperature difference at MFB
shows a larger deviation at higher mass flux and lower pressure.
Since the mass flux term is not included in Groeneveld's correlation
as in equation (2), TRACE has the same wall temperature at MFB
point for the change of mass flux. Nevertheless, in the case of
RELAP5, heat flux of the film boiling regime is obtained from the
summation of various heat transfer mechanisms and a combination
of diverse correlations so that numerous parameters are affecting
the MFB point.

TRACE adopted correlation developed under wide range of
experimental data set covering 2, 4, 6, 8 MPa pressure, quality
of �0.02e0.3, flow rate of 100e330 kW/m2, and 25e630 kg/h mass
flow rate in a tube with an inner diameter of 8.9 mm [15] for MFB
point. In contrast, RELAP5 uses MFB point where the heat fluxes
become the same value between the heat flux calculated from
correlations for transition boiling and the heat flux calculated from
film boiling heat transfer, due to the code numerical stability.
Therefore, in situations where the MFB point prediction is impor-
tant, TRACE is more recommended than the RELAP5.
3.4. When TRACE selects film boiling heat transfer regime

In this section, the case that TRACE selects film boiling heat
transfer regime is analyzed. As shown in Fig.18, when TRACE judges
film boiling heat transfer regime, RELAP5 transition boiling oc-
cupies 10.5%, and the portion of film boiling heat transfer regime is
Fig. 17. MFB temperature according to pressure and mass flux.



Fig. 18. Frequency of Heat Transfer Regime Selection in case of that TRACE Selects Film
Boiling Heat Transfer Regime. Fig. 20. Predicted heat fluxes and boiling curves of film boiling heat transfer regime.
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assessed to be 89.5%. The average heat flux differences are calcu-
lated as 125.9% for F-T group and 95.2% for FeF group as shown in
Fig. 4.
3.4.1. F-T
F-T group has the second largest average heat flux difference,

and this group relies on the MFB criteria as mentioned in T-F case.
To assess how F-T and T-F pairs are distributed with respect to mass
flux, the histogram of F-T and T-F with respect tomass flux is shown
in Fig. 19. The orange-colored bars represent F-T pairs which the
MFB temperature of TRACE is lower than RELAP5. The green-
colored bars mean T-F pairs which the TRACE has a higher MFB
wall temperature than that of RELAP5. As mentioned in T-F group,
MFB wall temperatures of TRACE are not affected by mass flux
while MFB wall temperatures of RELAP5 are. The distribution of T-F
pairs (green bars) is calculated to be 76.53% so that it is easier to
occur in T-F pairs than F-T pairs. Especially, it can be shown that F-T
pairs only occur in conditions of low mass flux. As indicated in
Fig. 17, F-T group, i.e., lower MFB wall temperature of TRACE than
Fig. 19. Histogram of T-F and F-T pairs according to the mass flux.
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RELAP5, only occurs when the mass flux is 1,500kg/m2-sec, and
pressure is above 11 MPa.
3.4.2. FeF
Fig. 20 shows the boiling curves in the film boiling heat transfer

regime at the wall temperature after MFB point based on the
calculated heat fluxes of the film boiling heat transfer correlations.
In the film boiling regime, TRACE assumes the configurations of
bubble and liquid at the wall based on a void fraction and models
wall heat transfer by combining suitable heat transfer mechanism
of conduction between fluid and wall, convection, and radiation.
RELAP5 calculates heat transfer amount by summing each heat
transfer amount of wall-vapor conduction, convection of wall-
vapor and wall-droplet, and radiation of wall-vapor and wall-
liquid. Even though it can be inferred that TRACE and RELAP
might have substantially different heat transfer amount at film
boiling regime because the two system codes have different prin-
ciples to calculate film boiling heat transfer, the result shows a
similar trend of heat fluxes for the two system codes as shown in
Fig. 20. For RELAP5, the individual heat flux term that has a sig-
nificant portion in total heat flux is similar to TRACE, so that the
difference is not that large compared to TRACE. In Fig. 20, there is a
slight difference, but the boiling curve has almost the same slope.
3.5. Discussion on difference of wall heat transfer models between
RELAP5 and TRACE

In the previous sections, the calculated heat fluxes are analyzed
by separating the wall heat transfer modules of the two system
codes in each group. In summary, there are two reasons that the
calculated heat fluxes are different in the two system codes. The
first reason is that the heat transfer correlations implemented in a
system code differ, even though the two system codes choose the
same heat transfer regime. The second reason is that the wall heat
transfer regime selection algorithms of the two system codes are
different so that the two system codes judge different heat transfer
regimes for the same given thermal-hydraulic conditions. The most
significant average heat flux differencewas NeN groupwith 177.3%,
and a minor deviation was SL-N group with 13.9%. Through the
detailed assessment of the wall heat transfer models of the two
system codes, it can be generally stated that TRACE usually has
higher ONB, MFB temperatures, and lower CHF wall temperature



Fig. 21. Arbitrary Boiling Curve based on the Distribution from Randomly Sampled
Data (a) RELAP5 (b) TRACE.
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than those of RELAP5 so that RELAP5 has shorter ranges of single-
phase and transition boiling heat transfer regimes compared to
TRACE. This is conceptually shown in Fig. 21 which is an arbitrary
boiling curve overlapped with the distribution obtained from the
samples used in this study. From the selected data, it can be
confirmed again that RELAP5 tends to have lower ONB tempera-
ture, higher CHF temperature, and lower MFB temperature,
including narrow single-phase and transition boiling heat transfer
regimes than TRACE does.
Fig. 22. Simplified modeling diagram.

4. Wall heat transfer effects on system level simulation

RELAP5 and TRACE steady state analyses are performed based
on the conditions shown in Table 2. The conditions are carefully
selected to demonstrate differences in the two codes mainly due to
differences in heat transfer models. For a fair comparison, identical
fluid conditions, power, and wall temperature boundary conditions
are prescribed.

In both codes, a single heat structure and single pipe are
modeled as shown in Fig. 22. Pressure, mass flow rate, and power
are prescribed based on Table 2. For RELAP5, one pipe, one time-
dependent volume with one single junction as the pressure
boundary, one time-dependent junction with one time-dependent
volume as the flow boundary, and heat structure components are
used. For TRACE, one pipe, one fill as the flow boundary, one break
Table 2
Assumed thermal-hydraulic conditions for simulation.

P (MPa) G (kg/m2-sec) △Tsub (△K) fl

Case1
Case2 15.5 3500 �20
Case3
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as the pressure boundary, and one heat structure are used for the
modeling. Pressure boundary, flow boundary, and power are given
as input values. Especially, to give stable fluid conditions inde-
pendent of the change of wall conditions for a fair comparison, it is
set to have huge thermal inertia by giving a large volume of the
fluid channel. The pipe and heat structure are modeled with 30
nodes. To evaluate how calculated wall temperatures are different
in two system codes, identical heat flux is prescribed to the test
model of each system code as defined in cases 1 and 2. In case 3,
identical wall temperatures are bounded to the test model, and it is
assessed how different heat fluxes are obtained in the two system
codes.
ow angle (o) Dh (m) Heat flux (kW/m2) Twall (K)

1000e3500 e

90 0.012 3000e4000 e

e 618e622



Fig. 23. Heat Flux Boundary condition of case 1. Fig. 25. Heat Flux Boundary condition of case 2.
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4.1. CASE1

In case 1, it is modeled that each node has linearly increased
heat flux in two system codes, 1000 kW/m2 in the first node and
3500 kW/m2 in the 30th node, as shown in Fig. 23. Two system
codes judge nucleate boiling heat transfer regime at the given
condition. The wall surface temperatures and heat transfer co-
efficients of the heat structure are shown in Fig. 24. As analyzed in
section 3, TRACE has more prominent exponents for wall superheat
in the nucleate boiling correlation so that the heat transfer coeffi-
cient of TRACE is becoming larger more quickly as heat flux be-
comes larger. TRACE has a lower wall superheat at the given heat
flux because of this reason, and the gap of wall surface temperature
in the 30th node is about 23 �C.
4.2. CASE2

Similar to case 1, each node has linearly increased heat flux for
the two system codes, 3000 kW/m2 in the first node and 4000 kW/
m2 in the 30th node, as shown in Fig. 25 in case 2. Fig. 26 shows the
wall surface temperatures and heat transfer coefficients of the heat
structure. As indicated in Fig. 26 (b), the calculated heat transfer
coefficient of RELAP5 is abruptly reduced at the 25th node. This is
Fig. 24. Simulation Results in case 1 (a) Wall T
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because the given heat flux at the node is larger than CHF so that
nucleate boiling regime changes to film boiling regimewhile TRACE
still stays in nucleate boiling regime. For the given thermal-
hydraulic condition, RELAP5 has lower CHF wall temperatures
than TRACE, so that RELAP5 goes to the post-CHF region, but TRACE
is still in the pre-CHF regime. Even though identical thermal-
hydraulic conditions are prescribed to the two system codes, the
calculated wall heat transfer can result in a significant deviation,
1,400 �C at the 30th node, due to the different CHF criteria.
4.3. CASE3

In case 3, linearly increased wall temperatures are assumed for
the two system codes, 617.8 K at the first node and 621.9 K at the
30th node, as shown in Fig. 27, to check how heat flux is calculated
differently for the same wall temperatures. Fig. 28 shows the
calculated heat flux and the heat transfer coefficient between fluid
and heat structure. Even though the two system codes select
nucleate boiling regime, TRACE has three times higher heat fluxes
and heat transfer coefficients than RELAP5 because of the same
reason discussed in case 1.
emperature (b) Heat Transfer Coefficient.



Fig. 26. Simulation Results in case 2 (a) Wall Temperature (b) Heat Transfer Coefficient.

Fig. 27. Wall Temperature Boundary condition of case 3.
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5. Summary and conclusions

System thermal-hydraulic analysis codes are often used for
nuclear power plant simulation to evaluate the safety of the plants.
The system analysis codes to model large and complex nuclear
reactor systems take simplified fluid equations by adopting one-
dimensional configuration with coarsely divided control volumes
and replacing source terms in the governing equations with
constitutive relation models. To mathematically close the energy
equation of system codes, wall heat transfer models are developed
Fig. 28. Simulation Results in case 3 (a) H
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and utilized. For assessing nuclear safety, wall heat transfer models
are among the essential parts of the system codes, especially for
modeling boiling phenomena. Wall heat transfer models of each
code have been developed to simulate complicated wall-fluid heat
transfer phenomena.

In this paper, the most widely used system codes, RELAP5 and
TRACE, were chosen for comparison to demonstrate how the wall
heat transfer models have been developed and how the heat fluxes
calculated from the two codes are different under some thermal-
hydraulic conditions. Since the wall heat transfer models of the
two system codes are affected by fluid governing equations solver,
in-house platforms that replicate heat transfer models of the two
selected system codes are utilized to analyze wall heat transfer
models separately. From the analysis, the overall trend shows good
agreement even though each wall heat transfer model of RELAP5
and TRACE are composed of substantially different combinations of
correlations. Among all cases, themost significant differences of the
calculated heat fluxes are observed when both codes select
nucleate boiling heat transfer regime surprisingly. Although the
two codes select the same heat transfer regime andmodel the same
heat transfer phenomena, the calculated heat fluxes with nucleate
boiling correlations have the most considerable deviations due to
the difference in the exponent of a micro-convective term (hPB).
This difference also leads to the gap in CHFwall temperature for the
two codes. The second and third largest differences appear due to
the differences in the criteria of CHF andMFB. Generally, TRACE has
higher ONB, MFB temperatures and lower CHF wall temperature
than RELAP5, so that RELAP5 has shorter ranges of single-phase and
transition boiling heat transfer regimes than TRACE does.

In steady state example calculations, the test model composed
of a single heat structure and a large fluid channel is simulated with
two system codes to demonstrate the effect of finding in this study
more clearly. Three cases are studied to confirm how different heat
eat Flux (b) Heat Transfer Coefficient.
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transfer correlations and heat transfer regime selection algorithms
of two system codes affect the code calculation results. At the same
heat flux boundary, the two codes evaluated different wall tem-
peratures, and at the same wall temperature boundary, the two
codes calculated different heat fluxes almost close to three times
the value.

In conclusion, RELAP5 and TRACE have certain thermal-
hydraulic conditions that predict very different outcomes due to
the difference in heat transfer regime selection algorithm and
correlations between the two codes, while in general, the two
codes predict very similar results. This study shows that when the
two codes have different results, the thermal-hydraulic conditions
are primarily populated in the nucleate boiling heat transfer
regime.
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